
It isn’t an unpleasing sound, but it is dark and boxy.  If you buy this, try other strings to get some more sparkle.  Martin 
M600?  

UkeGuide

Scale Length Measured Scale Length Number of Frets Side Marker Dots? Body Style

Soprano 13.75 inches 12 (12 to body) No Double Bout

Sound Board Back & Sides Fretboard Bridge Radius Fretboard?

Laminate Basswood Laminate Basswood Rosewood?  Richlite? Rosewood?  Richlite?  
 (Tie Bar)

No

Nut & Saddle Compensated Saddle? Finish Overall Length & Weight Tuner Type

Plastic No Flat paint 21 in., 13.0 oz. Open Geared

Action at 1st Fret Action at 12th Fret Nut Width Space @ 1st Fret* Depth @ 3rd Fret**

<0.5 mm 2.75 mm 34.19 mm 8.22 mm (28.27mm G-A) 20.44 mm

Aiersi SU-001C Soprano Ukulele

Cost 
(U.S. Dollars) $0 $1500

Value
Price exceeds value

Build Quality
Critical issues Appears flawless

Appearance
Plain Many appointments

Availability 
(At time of review) Difficult to find

Sound Quality
Poor

Volume
Soft/Muted Loud

Tone
Dark Bright

Price meets value Value exceeds price

Readily available

Excellent

Playability
Build makes playing easier

This instrument, with three others, was sent to me by Aiersi to review, and all I had to pay was some customs 
taxes and some special UPS fees. This is a very low cost ukulele, and shipping IS included in the price ($19.99 
when this review is being created).  It has a very narrow nut (34 mm) and string spacing, and clearly shows a 
number of “finishing” issues.  Action is okay, a high at the 12th fret.  It works as a ukulele, but I’d point you to 
the Aiersi SU-021P soprano pineapple ukulele instead.

$29.99 ($19.99 At time of the review, price went up on 11/14)

This just isn’t the kind of instrument that appeals to me.  I’m not a fan of the painted finish or transfer rosettes.  With some of the finish 
flaws, it isn’t a particularly attractive ukulele.

Accessories Included: Gig bag (light) 
Video: UkeStuff.Info  

Dark and boxy, some sustain.  Try other strings — clear fluorocarbon.

2.5 Ukes

*Between Strings 
**Top of strings to bottom of neck

While the action is okay, it is an narrow nut with narrow string spacing, and a pretty deep C shaped neck for a 
soprano.  Fret ends are getting sharp on it.

The issues are cosmetic, not functional (finishing issues on the exterior and interior).  Some sharpness to the frets.

It’s a good value for a ukulele that does work as an instrument.

Moderate volume.

11/2021

Rating Summary Statement

Available from https://www.aiersimusic.com/?product=buy-aiersi-brand-21-inch-colour-basswood-soprano-ukulele  
You will have to wait for shipping.

Build does not ease playing

https://youtu.be/D8HDO4mBk8o
https://www.aiersimusic.com/?product=buy-aiersi-brand-21-inch-colour-basswood-soprano-ukulele

